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Abstract— The Aim of this project is to improve our future, 

we introduced the concept of Smart mirror. Smart Mirror are 

the mirror that are going to be used by the future generations. 

Smart mirrors helps us to see the news, temperature, date, 

time and weather by just looking into the mirror while getting 

ready for our day-to-day life using smart mirror. we get 

connected to the world. Smart mirror is based on the concept 

of Internet of Things (IoT). The major components used to 

implement smart mirror are Raspberry-pi, temperature 

sensor, wi-fi module and mirror. Smart mirror get direct 

access to the Internet with the help of IoT. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays everyone wants to live a comfortable life. In order 

to achieve a comfortable life and fulfill its needs man has 

restored to various method such as technology and 

innovations. In today’s world everyone wants to connect with 

each other in order to get the information. Sometimes peoples 

don’t know about what happening in the world, so to obtained 

information of the other part of the world they can be 

connected using internet [5]. Internet of things mainly consist 

of two things, internet and devices. Where two devices can be 

connected to each other with the help of internet. Internet 

typically interconnection between two communicating 

devices. 

 Our way has evolved in such a approach that 

optimizing time is the most necessary factor. Our work is 

based on the thought that we have a tendency to all have a 

look at the mirror after we go out, therefore why wouldn’t the 

mirror become sensible. A common approach for building a 

wise mirror is to use a high quality one-way glass, a frame to 

carry the glass and monitor, and a net browser with python to 

offer the Software options and drive the display [3]. Smart 

mirror is a divider mounted mirror which shows pertinent 

things to the client, for example, climate, time, date, 

temperature and news and different fields of interest [4] 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Daniel Bessereretal (2016) made a keen mirror for adding 

intelligent wellness activities to an individual's morning 

schedule. Their venture uses the Microsoft Kinectv2 for 

following signals and a Wii Parity Board for nearness 

discovery. 

 Chidambaram Sethukkarasi et al. (2016) made an 

smart mirror that distinguishes clients dependent on facial 

acknowledgment, perceives feelings, records wellbeing 

parameters also, gives dress exhort. 

 In 2017 an organization called New Kinpo 

Gathering propelled In2003Phillip sunveiled their Mirror 

television that was manufactured utilizing similar rules that 

of brilliant mirrors. Their item was an ordinary television that 

was put behind a two way reflect so that the television would 

show up as a mirror when turned on and as television at the 

point when turned on. They additionally had a choice to have 

the mirror be bigger than the television. A use model 

introduced by Phillips was to have the kids watch kid's shows 

while brushing their teeth in the meantime. 

 Later in 2005 Phillips reported their examination 

venture My Heart that based upon the possibility of an 

educational mirror. While their unique Mirror television was 

essentially a television that moreover worked as a mirror, the 

MyHeart task would incorporate a show to exhibit different 

medicinal insights. Anyway this venture required on body 

hardware to gather and examine the information. The mirror 

itself basically filled in as an enlightening show. 

 James Law Digital tecture built up a financially sold 

shrewd mirror in 2011. This mirror is more in accordance 

with the shrewd mirror we've come to know today. The item 

comprises of a 32"LCD-show secured by a 37" two way 

reflect. The show can demonstrate climate gauges, stream 

web, television, the current time and different gadgets. The 

savvy reflect has various info strategies, for example, remote 

controller, cell phone application and onscreen virtual 

console. 

 Paper by Franco Chiarugietal (2013) examines the 

inspiration and reason behind the task. Their thought was to 

extricate quantitative highlights official articulations 

identified with stress, tension and weariness and utilize those 

highlights to measure a person's prosperity. The highlights 

would be removed from information gathered from 

multisensory gadgets. The information would be gathered as 

recordings, pictures, 3D confront sweeps and breath tests. 

The undertaking is most importantly a examine venture to 

digitalize semeiotics - the physical signs delivered by 

ailments - from facial pictures. 

 At the 2014 Universal Buyer Hardware Show (CES) 

Toshiba displayed their keen mirror idea. It used signal 

control as an information strategy. Toshiba displayed their 

brilliant mirror in various home situations. Their thought was 

that the keen mirror would be tweaked for the reason it would 

serve in each room. The restroom smart mirror would indicate 

data, for example, climate figure and an individual wellness 

screen their interpretation of the savvy reflect called Hello 

there Mirror. This savvy reflect has a camera to explicitly 

screen your skin wellbeing. The mirror will check your skin 

and give you metric to let you know what to make strides. The 

mirror utilizes facial acknowledgment to log a client's skin 

solidness, surface, clearness, brilliance and wellbeing on an 

everyday premise. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram for Smart Mirror  

A. Smart Mirror as a Mirror: 

We can see our view as should be obvious it in a characteristic 

mirror while looking and prepping with the assistance of one 

way reflect with high grouping of aluminum content. The 

Monitor is the essential presentation that the gadget uses and 

it is the main end of communication for the client. The client 

stays ignorant of whatever is left of the usefulness and in this 

way communicates basically with the screen itself. An acrylic 

sheet is put over the Screen to transform it into an intelligent 

surface. Aside from being cheap, the sheet may likewise be 

supplanted in the occasion of any harm, in this way making it 

a progressively possible alternative when contrasted with a 

twofold sided mirror. 

B. Smart Mirror as an Information System: 

Time, Date, climate subtleties and news are gotten from web 

based utilizing predefined URL. News is brought from sites 

like CCN, BBC and so forth. DHT22 – advanced sensor is 

utilized to get the dampness and temperature details.DHT22 

is associated with GPIO pins of Raspberry Pi board utilizing 

jumpers. 

C. Raspberry Pi: 

Raspberry-pi is known as microcomputer. It is connected to 

the standard mouse, keyboard, SD- card, and display using 

HDMI Cable. 

 All of the mirror's usefulness, its association with a 

remote system, and the programming of its sensors are coded 

onto the Pi Board. The Pi is act as brain of architecture and is 

the essential interface between the client and whatever 

remains of the design. 

 
Fig. 2: Flowchart for Smart Mirror. 

IV. RESULT 

Smart Mirror gives us the information of day, date, time, 

temperature in Farhenite and the daily news. It is very useful 

and it save lots of time. 

 
Fig. 3: Smart Mirror as Information system. 

 Application: The major applications of smart mirror 

are such as it can be used in the field of medical science and 

health care it helps to improve the patient care and also gives 

patient specific details regarding the medicines to take on 

time as well as reminders to the patient for daily check-up. It 

can be used to improve the marketing and also it helps in the 

advertising of various purposes with the help of these 

advertising we can get to know about the various newly 

launched products and also may get the best deals regarding 

different products. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Smart mirrors have great potential to enhance user experience 

of accessing and interacting with information. Not only  do  

they allow users to  see  relevant  information  effortlessly,  

they  can  also  be  integrated  as   a thief detection system.  

Our smart mirror saves time and makes it easier to access 

information, in today’s society security is of crucial 

importance. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Further improvements can be made to the project such as it 

can be made interactive by the help of touch and can be also 

used for tracking of the position with the help of geo location. 

It can also be improved by attaching the social networking 

sites to it which can be accessed using the feature of face 

recognition thus making it user friendly. It can also be 

improved by displaying the current temperature and it can be 

controlled using our hand gestures. If we connect google 

assistance to raspberry-pi it can be controlled by voice and 

we can easily access music videos etc. 
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